West High PM Deviation: Route 3 will stop once at 3:38 PM at Eagle & Southland (or 2:38 PM for early dismissal days) when school is in session.
The full timetable shows approximate departure times from selected bus stops. If your bus stop is between timepoints, you can estimate what time to catch the bus by locating the timepoints before and after your stop.

Read the schedule times across to the right to see when the bus will arrive at other timepoints.

It is important to wait for the bus at a sign location to ensure safe and effective service. Sign locations are shown with black dots along the route on map side.

It’s a good idea to arrive at your bus stop at least five minutes early. Times shown are approximate and can be affected by traffic and road conditions.

For a system-wide map and further user guidance, please obtain a GO Transit Route Map & User Guide. These maps are found on the bus and at other locations throughout the city. To request a copy, feel free to contact GO Transit.